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Finds on your Doorstep – 6000 years of life in Holme - finds recorded on the Portable 

Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin Foreman, Finds 

Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire. 
 

 

Prehistory, from the Neolithic to the end of the Iron Age (4000 BC – AD 43) 6 records 

 
Most finds ascribed to Holme parish were reported from its western side, between Holme Hall and the 

curving course of the Bottesford Beck. This reflects the limitation of searching, with much of the parish 

inaccessible due to woodlands and a golf course to the west, and the steelworks to the north. However, the 

Beck seems to have been a magnet for settlement from early times. The volume of finds from the broad loop 

in its course is striking, and they indicate that people were established here by the end of Prehistoric times. 

The earliest object, however, comes from near the steelworks. 

The parish became part of neighbouring Messingham in 2018, but its historical limits before that time are 

reflected by finds considered here. 
 

Prehistoric flints ascribed loosely to the Neolithic and early Bronze Age are of a similar dark flint, probably 

selected and brought here. Late Iron Age potsherds provide the earliest indication of a nearby settlement. 

 

                                              
Mesolithic blade                                   Neolithic and Bronze age flints                        Iron Age Pottery  
NLM-70D486                                                       NLM-4ECF96            NLM-4EDB51                                           NLM-2B9E6E             NLM-86CA04 

 

 

The Roman period (AD 43 - 410) 81 records 

 
The earliest evidence for a Roman presence is probably an early 2nd-century coin of Trajan (98-117), along 

with brooches of a similar period. Pottery indicates settlement in the vicinity, and a single flue-tile fragment 

may hint at a heated building of Romanised style. Some of the pottery came from Roxby, and it was a jar 

made of that local fabric which was used to hide a hoard of silver coins around AD 209, close to the Beck. 

Other coins and pottery span the period from the later 3rd to the later 4th century. Late finds may hint at an 

official or military presence hereabouts.  
 

A waterside location would be suitable for a bath house, which would boast heated facilities. Some pottery 

was of local forms or fabric, and finds suggest a Romanised occupation was established by the 2nd century. 

 

                            
                   Early 2nd-century coins             Flue tile from central heating     Local potsherds 
             NLM-825646                              NLM-83BF45                                        NLM-4F059E                        NLM-39C9A0         NLM-86F5B3 

 

Brooches included the fantail form favoured by the Corieltauvi, in one case united with a trumpet-headed 

form from Brigantia (Yorkshire). Multi-coloured enamel usually denotes a 2nd-century - or later - date. 
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        Corieltauvi fantail brooches               Trumpet brooch  Enamelled plate brooch   Coin from hoard       
                       NLM-52C611                          NLM-F3F201                             NLM-CDA995                                         NLM-190FB1                NLM-28BC26 

 

 

 

The Roman period (AD 43 - 410) continued 
 

Heated bathing would suggest a thoroughly Romanised culture; more clues to the nature of occupation come 

from other categories of objects. The identification of late forms and fabrics amongst the pottery confirms 

the duration of occupation suggested by the coins. 

Late metalwork includes forms of brooch which may point to official or military activity, and a scabbard 

chape is from military equipment. The course of Ermine Street, about 5 kilometres to the east, might suggest 

a context for a military presence, which may have included men of Germanic extraction, with exotic badges. 
 

Roman finds include a hairpin, stud and vessel mount. A curse tablet might be deposited in water or at a 

shrine to ‘work’, so its beckside find-spot may confirm the local currency of Roman ritual practices. 
 

                                                          
          NLM-E61DD6                                    NLM-7C6EA5                                                                     NLM-53A5F8                           NLM-52F093 

Hairpin fragment                curse tablet                                            stud                    vessel mount   
 

Greywares made in the locality or the Humber region were the predominant type of local pottery. Dalesware 

is associated with late Roman occupation in Yorkshire and elsewhere, and perhaps replaced the Greywares. 

 

                     
 NLM-39E3C4               NLM-2BB0A8                        NLM-86BE6E                   NLM-39DC2B      NLM-39C002               NLM-2B5333 

                    Greyware sherds of later forms                   Late Roman Dalesware            Oxidised fabric 
 

Radiate coins of the 3rd century are from when the Army made and unmade usually short-lived regimes. 

 

       
                                               Radiate coins from Phillip II to Allectus 
     NLM-28CBD5                    NLM-837064                 NLM-831423                    NLM-83AD68          NLM-826687                          NLM-8333A2 

 

Coins of the Houses of Constantine and Valentinian show occupation through most of the 4th century. 

                                                    
       Coins of the House of Constantine                Magnentius     Valentinian 
      NLM-82EA75                   NLM-823DEB     NLM-E65F5F                  NLM-E647A9           NLM-838361       NLM-82FB56                  NLM-8287AA 
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A scabbard fragment and brooches may show late Roman soldiers in the neighbourhood, possibly of 

Germanic origin. Steelyard weights might relate to the collection of renders in kind which paid them. 

 

        

        Scabbard                       Germanic or military brooches                                  Steelyard weights 
NLM-E399D9                     NLM-F574D3                                       NLM-A035A1               NLM-F3D19E                      NLM-AB23E1            NLM-9FD1D7 

 

 

 

 

The Early Medieval period  (410 - 1066) 11 records 
 

Objects ascribed to the early medieval period are mostly of lead, and of such simple forms that their dating 

remains debateable given the rarity of accompanying material more reliably attributed to that era. Just two 

copper alloy objects may qualify: a bird-shaped mount perhaps from a shield, and a strap end, representing 

the Early (410-700) and Middle Anglo-Saxon (700-850) periods respectively.  

Lead objects are mainly weights thought to have weighed silver bullion under Viking rule (c.850-925), when 

coins were not used; and whorls for spinning yarn or plying cords. Both are identified by reference to 

parallels made of various materials from early medieval contexts. 
 

The Early Anglo-Saxon period may be represented by a bird mount from a shield board. The Middle Saxon 

period is attested by a strap end of the earlier 800s, though this might have been looted or a copied piece. 

 

                                                               
 NLM-9FF709 NLM-519DA5 

              Bird shaped mount with fixing hole       Crudely decorated Middle Saxon strap end 
 

The first two whorls might have been used for textile making while the second pair are heavier and might 

rather have been used to ply cord to make rope. The forms of the whorls also point to their possible dates.  

 

                  
             NLM-45D0B6                                        NLM-C5E147                                                   NLM-B3D7BD                              NLM-CCFDE2 

Whorls to spin yarn: Anglo-Saxon and Viking          Viking or Anglo-Scandinavian whorls to ply cord 
 

Weights which may represent six (no. 1) and ten units (nos 2-3) of a Viking system used to weigh looted 

silver bullion: other lead objects find regional parallels to suggest they might be of Anglo-Saxon date. 

                          
            NLM-CD6356                     NLM-CE1562                 NLM-CD9D15                                        NLM-B4CAF5                 NLM-A001C5 

Lead weights to check payments made in silver scrap          Bead or toggle           Netsinker 
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What’s in a name?  

Holme may derive from Old Scandinavian holmr, meaning an island in a marsh. This might be appropriate 

given that the Bottesford Beck delineated the north and west limits of the parish. A Scandinavian naming is 

also significant given that most early medieval finds are thought to date to the period 850-1100. The nearby 

place-name Cadney also includes an island suffix, though in that case it is drawn from Old English. 
 

 
 

The Medieval period  (1066 - 1500) 52 records 

 
Medieval finds are scattered more widely than earlier material. Most come from the well-searched loop of 

the Bottesford Beck, for which an origin near Holme Hall seems possible. Two coins from the north of the 

parish come from settlement near Raventhorpe farm, now taken into the steelworks, and another couple may 

come from near the hamlet of Holme. 

Domesday shows there were land for three ploughs, woods, and a mill, in 1066. Coins outline subsequent 

dating of the medieval settlement between the reigns of John and Edward IV (1199-1485). This sequence 

resembles that observed in many villages of North Lincolnshire.  
 

Cut coins and silver pennies come from a period thought to mark the peak of prosperity in Lincolnshire. A 

mill on Bottesford Beck and woodlands to the west were assets already valued in Anglo-Scandinavian times. 

 

        
    Silver coins: most from around Holme hall, but no. 7 may come from 15th-century Holme itself 
NLM-BC8907               NLM-ACDDC1   NLM-AE0332           NLM-44FC02               NLM-93390C      NLM-ACF2C6      YORYM-20F644        NLM-9352E2 

 

Dress fittings date from the 12th century to the end of the medieval period. They include many examples of 

later styles, but, unusually, there are no strap ends, only one mount, and nothing of composite construction. 

 

         
  Buckles and strap fittings from between the later Anglo-Scandinavian and the late medieval periods 

NLM-6B48C0     NLM-6B7A06    NLM-7F16FB          NLM-FCEED8         NLM-E6BE75            NLM-CDC05D      NLM-18DE53        NLM-18DA27 

 

 

                       

Further later medieval one-piece buckles and a mount; the latter is probably from horse harness  
NLM-CE413C                  NLM-C2B5A8                      NLM-6B7405                   NLM-6B7F77                      NLM-18D2E6            NLM-F40661 

 

Household activities included cooking, spinning – using whorls rather than a spinning wheel – and sewing. 

An ampulla and rosary bead mark religious interest, while a heraldic pendant comes from horse harness. 

 

         
Cauldron leg    Spindle whorl and thimble   Ampulla and rosary bead      Pendant and spur rowel 
NLM-CD136B                   NLM-CD32BC       NLM-528C04                      NLM-7C1585          NLM-A02B19           NLM-F3BFB2                 YORYM-21B512 
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A document seal of Pope Clement IV (1265-1268), also known as Guy the Fat, was found in woodland far 

to the west of other finds. This might mark a property deal, a burial, or perhaps the hiding of sealed papers. 

 

                                                                                                                        
Papal bulla of Clement IV  
                  NLM-2BD249 

 

 
 

The Post-Medieval period  (1500 - 1900) 116 records 
 

Post-medieval objects appear around and close to Holme Hall, with most found on the south side of Holme 

Lane. It might appear from the coins that this occupation began in the reign of Elizabeth I (1558-1603); 

dress accessories or fittings confirm occupation at that time. Lead whorls confirm a cottage industry perhaps 

involved in supplying rope-makers with cord spun from hemp was under way. 

Nearby, Twigmore Hall was home to one of the Gunpowder Plot conspirators of 1605, and the Protestant 

government regarded it as a nest of Catholic conspirators. Some further evidence for recusant sympathies 

may appear amongst finds from near Holme Hall. 

 

Silver coins of Elizabeth were plentiful, though earlier and later silver are rare. From the reign of Charles II, 

low denomination coins were milled in copper alloy, in values which lasted till Decimalisation in the 1960s. 

 

                
 Silver coins of Elizabeth: threepenny coins were most common      Bronze farthings and halfpenny 
NLM-BD12E1        NLM-450E98             NLM-E69BEE               NLM-E6C9D8         NLM-CE06B4       NLM-E07D76       NLM-11E70E        NLM-E08BFB 

 

Spindle whorls bore decorative patterns, and homemade copies were taken. A lead ingot bears sand imprints 

from the casting bed which marked a major campaign of works; lead was also used to cast weights and shot.  

 

     
               Spindle whorls and a homemade copy                    Ingot cast in sand      Weight and lead shot 
NLM-DC25AE                       NLM-52DEC6                           NLM-FCB133                      NLM-9C175F         NLM-226FF7      NLM-45EE4B  NLM-FCA660 

 

Post-medieval dress fittings come from around Holme Hall. A few strap fittings from the hamlet of Holme 

to the west may show its occupation continuing from the 15th century, when dated finds first appeared there. 

 

                      
    Strap fittings and dress hooks from near Holme Hall                   Strap fittings from Holme hamlet  
NLM-18C4C4  NLM-9FEAAB   NLM-CD7ACE      NLM-CD4C36    NLM-E67EF9 NLM-6BB3C6  YORYM-21490F YORYM-216DCC YORYM-21490F 
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A knife handle bears the Five Wounds of Christ: Catholic rebels marched under this badge. Heart-shaped 

mounts may also hint at Catholic sympathies. Book fittings may come from Bibles, read by all who could. 

 

              
Knife handle     Heart-shaped mounts                Book fittings                       Rings with romantic legends 
NLM-CD40BC                  NLM-F3F920                 NLM-6B88D1     NLM-DC5720                 NLM-B3CD62           NLM-4E5FE8                    NLM-BE8630 

 

 


